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Union Plastics, part of Union Group was 
established in 1990 to provide complete 
Outdoor and Interior Advertising Solutions. 
We are having 9000 + Sq. mtr plant with our 
most advanced machinery, state of the art 
technology, well complemented by the Skilled 
and experienced employees, have established 
us as a leading name in the industry in 
Bahrain, Dubai, KSA and Qatar.

We continually strive to provide the best 
products and services to meet our partner’s 
expectations by equipping our manufacturing 
facility with the most modern equipment and 
machinery. Over the period we have also 
secured great reputations in manufacturing 
Exhibitions, External & Internal, Hotel, Mall 
Signages, Shop Interiors, Custom Stationery 
& Corporate Gifts.
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Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Building Name : Baseel Tower 
Building Number: 7984
Street Name: Firas Bin Al-Nadr
Neighborhood Name: Olaya Neighborhood
Zip Code: 34447  |  City: Khobar  |  Office No.: 210

T: (+966)  5333 46450
M: (+966) 530 130 370
infoksa@unionplastics.biz

Kingdom of Bahrain
P.O. Box: 5034, Manama,
Kingdom of Bahrain
Bahrain International Investment Park 
(BIIP) Hidd

T: +973 17738161  
F: +973 17456412 
info@unionplastics.biz
www.unionplastics.biz



VINYL
Vinyl stickers, also known as adhesive vinyl 
decals or vinyl labels, are self-adhesive 
graphics or designs made from vinyl material. 
They are commonly used for decorative, 
promotional or informational purposes and 
can be applied to various surfaces such as 
walls, windows, vehicles, laptops  and more.

Vinyl stickers are created by printing or 
cutting designs onto a vinyl sheet. The vinyl 
material used is durable, weather-resistant 
and available in various colors and finishes, 
including matte, glossy and metallic. The 
stickers are typically backed with a peel-off 
adhesive layer covered by a protective 
backing paper or film.

Applying vinyl stickers is a straightforward 
process. The backing paper is removed, 
revealing the adhesive side of the sticker, 
which is then pressed onto the desired 
surface, ensuring it is smooth and free from 
dust or debris. Once applied, the sticker 
adheres firmly and can withstand exposure to 
different environmental conditions, making it 
suitable for both indoor and outdoor use.

Vinyl stickers offer versatility in terms of 
design and customization. They can feature 
intricate graphics, logos, text or artwork and 
are available in various shapes and sizes. 
Additionally, they can be custom-made to 
meet specific requirements, such as 

personalized labels or branding for 
businesses.

Vinyl stickers have gained popularity due to 
their affordability, durability and ease of 
application. They are commonly used for 
branding purposes, product labeling, vehicle 
decals, window displays, laptop or phone 
customization and as decorative elements in 
home or office spaces.

Overall, vinyl stickers provide a cost-effective 
and visually appealing way to enhance 
surfaces, convey messages or add 
personalization to various objects, making 
them a versatile and popular choice among 
individuals and businesses alike.
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VINYL LETTERING
AND GRAPHICS
Vinyl lettering and graphics refer to a popular 
method of creating custom designs, logos, 
text or images using vinyl material. This 
versatile technique involves cutting vinyl 
sheets into specific shapes and letters, which 
can then be applied to various surfaces such 
as vehicles, windows, signs, walls and more. 
Vinyl lettering and graphics are known for 
their durability, flexibility and vibrant colors, 
making them an excellent choice for 
advertising, decoration and personalization 
purposes.

Individually cut, sol-
id-colored vinyl designs, 

be they letters, num-
bers, shapes  or simple 

logos.  
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FROSTED
STICKERS
Frosted stickers are a type of adhesive decal 
that mimics the appearance of etched or 
frosted glass. Made from a translucent vinyl 
material, these stickers feature a textured or 
matte finish that provides a frosted or 
sandblasted effect when applied to glass or 
other smooth surfaces. Frosted stickers are 
commonly used to enhance privacy, add 
decorative elements or display logos and 
information on windows, doors and partitions. 
They offer a stylish and cost-effective solution 
for achieving an elegant, contemporary look 
while maintaining light transmission  and 
visibility.

Frosted stickers  in-
crease privacy in your 
home, help brand your 
business shop front or 

improve your office 
space. 
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FLOOR
STICKERS
Floor stickers are adhesive decals specially 
designed to be applied to the floor surface. 
They are made from durable vinyl material 
that is resistant to wear, tear and slipping. 
Floor stickers are commonly used for various 
purposes such as wayfinding, advertising, 
branding or decoration. They can feature 
eye-catching designs, logos or messages and 
are typically applied in high-traffic areas like 
retail stores, airports, hospitals or event 
venues. Floor stickers are an effective and 
creative way to engage customers, guide foot 
traffic, promote products or services or 
enhance the overall aesthetics of a space.

Peel and stick flooring 
can be a cost-effective, 
low-hassle way to add 

an updated look to your 
space.
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GLASS
STICKERS
Glass stickers, also known as window decals, 
are adhesive graphics or designs specifically 
designed for glass surfaces. They can be 
transparent or opaque and serve various 
purposes, such as privacy, decoration or 
branding. Glass stickers are easy to apply and 
adhere firmly to the glass, enhancing its 
aesthetics and providing a cost-effective way 
to personalize glass surfaces in homes, 
offices and commercial spaces.

It can be used for deco-
ration or for functional 

purposes, depending on 
the situation.
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ONE-WAY
VISION STICKERS
One-way vision stickers, also known as 
perforated window decals or see-through 
graphics, are adhesive stickers specifically 
designed for glass surfaces. These stickers 
have a unique feature that allows visibility 
from one side while providing privacy or 
displaying a graphic on the other side. The 
stickers are made of perforated vinyl material 
with tiny holes that allow light and vision to 
pass through from the inside while appearing 
solid from the outside. One-way vision stickers 
are commonly used on vehicle windows, 
storefronts and other glass surfaces to create 
eye-catching displays, maintain privacy and 
promote branding or advertising messages.

Designed with a dark 
backing and holes, util-
ising the way the eye is 

drawn to light to provide 
visual illusion of an 

image from one side and 
tinted window from 

inside.
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BUILDING WRAP
STICKERS
Building wrap stickers, also known as building 
wraps or building graphics, are large-scale 
adhesive stickers specifically designed for 
covering and transforming the exterior 
surfaces of buildings. These stickers are 
made from durable vinyl material that can 
withstand outdoor conditions and are printed 
with high-resolution graphics, designs or 
advertisements.

Building wrap stickers are commonly used for 
promotional or branding purposes, turning 
buildings into eye-catching advertising 
displays. They can completely cover the 
facade of a building, including windows, doors 
and other architectural features.

They can be cut into vir-
tually any size or shape, 

allowing for complete 
customization of the 

stickers. 
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Applying building wrap stickers requires 
professional installation due to their size and 
complexity. The stickers are carefully applied 
to the building's surface, ensuring a smooth 
and wrinkle-free appearance. The adhesive 
used allows for secure attachment while still 
being removable without causing damage to 
the building's surface.

Building wrap stickers offer a visually 
impactful way to promote businesses, events 
or campaigns. They can turn a plain building 
into a striking visual statement, attracting 
attention and leaving a lasting impression on 
viewers. 
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PLOTTERS CUT
STICKERS
Plotter cut stickers are adhesive decals or 
designs that are created using a plotter 
machine. A plotter is a specialized device that 
uses sharp blades or cutters to precisely cut 
vinyl or other materials into specific shapes 
and patterns. These stickers are commonly 
used for various purposes, such as branding, 
promotional items, vehicle graphics or 
personalized decorations. The plotter ensures 
clean and accurate cuts, allowing for intricate 
and detailed designs. Plotter cut stickers offer 
a durable and long-lasting solution, as they 
are made from high-quality materials that 
resist fading and damage from outdoor 
elements.

Traces out shapes and 
graphics for precision 

cuts applicable to a 
number of facets of vinyl 

image transfers.
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